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Be Brave Little Penguin
A board book adventure set in the wintry world of the New York Times bestseller The Christmas Wish! The star of The Christmas Wish, Anja, has a very curious puppy that's lost in
the woods! Luckily, his many kind forest friends—a polar bear, lynx, reindeer, squirrel, fox, and more—help guide him back to Anja’s arms. Husband-and-wife duo Lori Evert and Per
Breiehagen have brought us another breathtakingly beautiful photographic adventure about their daughter, Anja, and her woodland friends, and introduce readers to her brave
puppy, Birki. Don't miss the other "Wish" books: The Christmas Wish The Reindeer Wish The Tiny Wish The Puppy's Wish The Polar Bear Wish
Little Owl is teased by her brothers when her every attempt at flying ends in disaster. And all she wants is to make her Grandma's birthday perfect by showing her how brave she is.
Her friends try to explain that lots of things can seem scary at first. But it takes some kind words from Grandpa to really help Little Owl face her fears. Eventually Little Owl manages
to soar up into the sky under a gorgeous glittery moon, giving Grandma the best birthday present ever! Sean Julian's warm, detailed illustrations bring this sweet, atmospheric story to
life with real feeling.
"GET ME OUT OF THIS BOOK!" shouts Max. Max is a scaredy-cat bookmark until he learns 3 rules for being brave--breathe deeply, make a plan, and think positive thoughts!
When Max the bookmark went into a scary book, he couldn't LOOK and he SHOOK and he SCREAMED, "GET ME OUT OF THIS BOOK!" Then he learned to (1) breathe deeply,
(2) make a plan, and (3) think positive thoughts--techniques used by the Navy SEALs. Max put his new tools into practice and now he's brave enough to face a snake, yucky bugs, and
even a seven-headed monster! This humorous story packs a big punch as it introduces children to mindfulness, self-regulation, self-control, and other techniques for dealing with stress
and overcoming fear. Every copy of Get Me Out of This Book! comes with its very own pull-out Max the Bookmark. He's ready to hold your place in any book and remind you of the
rules and tools--just in case things get too scary.
Be Brave, Little PenguinOrchard Books
Penguinaut!
Three Ways to Be Brave
Penguins, Penguins, Everywhere!
Rules and Tools for Being Brave
I Am Small
Lift-the-flap book. When the adorable Little Penguin finds himself stranded on an island of ice, he knows he has to be brave. Lift the flaps to see who comes to his rescue. With a cast of
appealing characters, this delightful story is a charming introduction to a beautiful landscape and the creatures that live there.
Inspired by the #1 New York Times bestseller She Persisted by Chelsea Clinton and Alexandra Boiger, a chapter book series about women who spoke up and rose up against the
odds--including Diana Taurasi! When Diana Taurasi was a girl, professional women's basketball didn't exist in the US. But she worked hard to create opportunities for herself, winning
championships throughout college and eventually going on to play for the WNBA with the Phoenix Mercury and winning multiple Olympic gold medals. In this chapter book biography by
award-winning author Monica Brown, readers learn about the amazing life of Diana Taurasi--and how she persisted. Complete with an introduction from Chelsea Clinton, black-and-white
illustrations throughout, and a list of ways that readers can follow in Diana Taurasi's footsteps and make a difference! And don’t miss out on the rest of the books in the She Persisted
series, featuring so many more women who persisted, including Florence Griffith Joyner, Sonia Sotomayor, and more!
A little penguin overcomes his BIGGEST fear in this universal rhyming story from the international bestselling creators of Giraffes Can't Dance! Little Penguin Pip-Pip would love to join
in with all his friends swimming in the sea, but there's just one problem . . . he's scared of water. Can Pip-Pip overcome his fears and finally take the plunge? This irresistible story shows
that sometimes all it takes is a little bit of encouragement -- and a whole lot of heart -- to finally make that leap and be BRAVE!Be Brave, Little Penguin is the eagerly awaited new picture
book from the creators of the bestselling Giraffes Can't Dance. Written in true Giles Andreae style, this feel-good rhyming story portrays a positive message of confidence and selfesteem. Illustrations filled with humor and warmth by Guy Parker-Rees will help make this touching tale a family favorite.
"Little Penguin really wants to play, but there's just one problem - he's afraid of the water. He's much too scared to join in the fun with his friends. But will Little Penguin be brave enough
to overcome his fear?"--P. [4] of cover.
Be Brave Like Aquaman! (DC Super Friends)
Be Brave Little One
Brave Little Penguin
Pip the Little Penguin (An Alphaprints picture book)
Little Penguin and the Lollipop

From the author of international bestseller, Giraffes Can't Dance, comes this feel-good rhyming story about a brave little lion who dares to be different ... Leo isn't like other lion cubs.
Instead of chasing zebras and antelopes, he wants to make friends with them. But can a lion who's so different ever fit in with the rest of his pride? Learn how Leo's kindness brings
happiness to the jungle in this colourful picture book story. Winner of the Red House Children's Book Award.
A baby penguin wonderingly observes the enormous world around him, including the immense sky, deep ocean and vast mountains, while his adoring mother believes him to be the
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biggest thing in her world, in a story that is complemented by shiny foil accents. By the creator of the Dot and Dash series.
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "A powerful story that proves how love itself requires courage." --Delia Owens, author of Where the Crawdads Sing Spanning World War II and the
sweep of the twentieth century, We Must Be Brave explores the fierce love that we feel for our children and the power of that love to endure. Beyond distance, beyond time, beyond life
itself. A woman. A war. The child who changed everything. December 1940. As German bombs fall on Southampton, England during World War II, the city's residents flee to the
surrounding villages. In Upton village, amid the chaos, newly married Ellen Parr finds a girl asleep, unclaimed at the back of an empty bus. Little Pamela, it seems, is entirely alone. Ellen
has always believed she does not want children, but when she takes Pamela into her home, the child cracks open the past Ellen thought she had escaped and the future she and her
husband Selwyn had dreamed for themselves. As the war rages on, love grows where it was least expected, surprising them all. But with the end of the fighting comes the realization that
Pamela was never theirs to keep. Spanning the sweep of the twentieth century, We Must Be Brave explores the fierce love that we feel for our children and the power of that love to
endure. Beyond distance, beyond time, beyond life itself.
Facing hungry bellies and a bare cupboard, three cats kidnap a penguin to help them catch fish, triggering a hilarious sequence of events as the penguin, whose black-and-white
markings cause him to be mistaken for a waiter, tries to escape back home.
Brave Little Owl
Hannah and Sugar
Little Penguin Learns to Swim
Penguin in Peril
Brave Little Puppy
Three stories of triumph combine to empower young readers to look inward for strength and create their own definition of bravery. Told in gentle, rhyming couplets, this collection of stories presents relatable
moments of unease and the strength found in conquering fears. A roaring nighttime thunderstorm, the first day of preschool, and a doctor's visit, in turn, encourage young readers to forge their own paths of
strength in times of distress. Illustrated in rich, emotional scenes that depict vignettes of daily life, this book provides comfort and empowerment for resilience and resolution.
Describes how Batman overcame fear by staying calm, taking deep breaths, and using the correct tools, offering readers the same advice for overcoming fear of the dark.
A feel-good rhyming story with a positive message about confidence and self-esteem, from the creators of international bestseller, Giraffes Can't Dance. Now available in a board book - perfect for even the
littlest readers! Little Penguin Pip-Pip would love to join in with all his friends swimming in the sea, but there's just one problem . . . he's scared of water. Can Pip-Pip overcome his fears and finally take the
plunge? This irresistible story shows that sometimes all it takes is a little bit of encouragement - and a whole lot of heart - to finally make that leap! This touching tale will soon become a new family favourite.
'All toddlers should grow up reading this' - Daily Telegraph on Giraffes Can't Dance
Celebrate the courage and bravery in every child with Be Brave Little One, from the bestselling author of If I Could Keep You Little. Perfect for cheering someone on, this story affirms how bravery can show up
in all different ways! When I look at you, shining bright as the sun, I wish for you this... be brave little one! Share this inspiring message at every special occasion in a young child's life! Be Brave Little One
makes for the perfect: Baby shower gift Preschool graduation gift Kindergarten graduation gift First day of school gift When times are tough, this is the perfect preemie or NICU baby book for families seeking
an encouraging and heartfelt message of bravery.
Be Brave Little Penguin Board Book
Storytime: Not-So-Brave Penguin
The Brave Penguin
Little Penguin Lost

Full of funny faces, underwater friends, and razzle dazzle seaweed lollipops, here comes the hilarious and charming sequel to Little Penguin Gets the Hiccups! Perfect for fans of Dragons Love Tacos and
The Monster at the End of This Book. Little Penguin has a problem…his friend Kenneth is upset! And it’s all because Little Penguin ate Kenneth’s deliciously yummy razzle dazzle seaweed lollipop! Little
Penguin’s tried everything he can think of to make it up to Kenneth but nothing seems to help—not even a hug! Can YOU help him save the day?
Newbery Medal-winning author Cynthia Rylant and Caldecott Honor-winning, bestselling illustrator Christian Robinson pair up to tell this wintry story about five little penguins enjoying a snowy day.
Snowflakes? Many snowflakes. Winter is coming. So begins this ever-so-simple story. As the snow starts to fall, the excited penguins pull out scarves, mittens, heavy socks, and boots, and Mama helps them
bundle up. But when it's time to go out, one timid penguin decides to stay home. Filled with waddling baby penguins, playful text, and delightful illustrations, this book feels like a young picture-book classic in
the making. "Visually stunning. . . . Pair with Ezra Jack Keats's classic The Snowy Day." -Booklist, Starred "An excellent tale for the very young. A very warm and satisfying bedtime book and a paean to
penguins and winter delights." -Kirkus Reviews Winners of the National Parenting Product Award A School Library Journal Best Book of the Year
You'd think that a penguin stranded on an ever-smaller block of ice, on a trip around the world wouldn't be so...FUN! But it is! There's our fearless penguin passing the gondolas of Venice...there's penguin
floating by the Sydney Opera House! From the Aurora Borealis to a hilarious encounter with a surfer in Hawaii, this is a wordless journey that truly FROLICKS. In fact, the adventures are so amusing that most
readers will barely register the nod to global warming until it's slipped right in on the breath of a laugh.
From the bestselling creators of Giraffes Can't Dance comes a delightful story about an elephant looking for a place where he belongs. It's time for the Elephant Games! Every young elephant parades their
talent in front of the king to earn their special elephant name. But Num-Num doesn't have a special skill to display. With a little help from some familiar friends, will this little elephant learn that being yourself is
the most important talent of them all? Readers will love seeing some of their favorite characters from Giraffes Can't Dance return. Free to Be Elephant Me is perfect for family sharing and for teaching young
readers about the importance of being yourself.
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The Little Penguin
If You Were a Penguin
My Little Brave Girl
Furry
The Lion Who Wanted To Love

Journey through the beautifully hand-lettered messages by award-winning illustrator Jessica Hische. This uplifting and positive book - now a New York Times best seller
- encourages kids to promise that tomorrow, they will try new things, do their best, and be brave. Tomorrow I'll be all the things I tried to be today: Adventurous,
Strong, Smart, Curious, Creative, Confident, & Brave. And if I wasn't one of them, I know that it's OK. Journey through a world filled with positive and beautifully handlettered words of widsom, inspiration, and motivation. As this book reminds readers, tomorrow is another day, full of endless opportunities--all you have to do is decide
to make the day yours. "Jessica Hische, one of the great designers and typographers, now shows herself equally adept at creating gorgeous and immersive images for
young readers. This is a joyous burst of color."--Dave Eggers, author of Her Right Foot
Pip-Pip, the littlest penguin, is teased for being afraid of the water until, with his mother's guidance, he finally jumps in.
Can little penguin overcome his fears and learn to swim? His friends will help him out.
Giles Andreae is the author of several children's books, including the best-selling "Giraffes Can't Dance, " illustrated by Guy Parker-Rees, and is also the creator of
Purple Ronnie, one of the most successfully licensed cartoon characters in his native England. Giles lives with his wife and three children in Notting Hill, England. Here
is his latest offering! Ages 2+.
Little Penguins
Be Brave Like Batman!
Bye, Penguin
We Must Be Brave
Lottie & Walter

Plip is on his own, looking for his lost toy. What will become of poor little Plip, out in the snowy storm?
Posy the penguin is scared of many things - snowstorms, loud noises, the dark - but when her adventurous friend Percy is missing, Posy plucks up the courage to overcome her
fears and goes on an excursion to find him. After an intrepid journey, Posy finds an injured Percy in a dark cave. She rescues him and brings him home, realising in the end just
how brave she can really be. This heartwarming story about friendship, being brave and overcoming fears when it really matters is sure to become a bedtime favourite.
Poor Little Penguin has a major case of the HIC! hiccups. It all started last week on chili night. Since then he's tried everything to get rid of them, but nothing HIC! works. So
when his friend Franklin suggests that a good scare might do the trick, Little Penguin is willing to give it a try. . . . All he needs is a little help from YOU! Can you help Little
Penguin HIC! cure his hiccups? From debut author-illustrator Tadgh Bentley, Little Penguin Gets the Hiccups is a sweetly hilarious tale of icebergs, chili, and playful surprises
that puts its readers at the very center of the story.
A parade of irresistible penguins̶from climates warm and cold̶swim, slide, and waddle across the pages of Penguins, Penguins, Everywhere! The enticing combination of
bright, playful collage artwork and simple, rhyming text, plus illustrations of all 17 penguin species make this an ideal choice for the youngest readers.
She Persisted: Diana Taurasi
10 Little Penguins
The Little Penguins That Could
Tomorrow I'll Be Brave
Little Penguin Gets the Hiccups
Every day after school, Hannah’s school bus is greeted by her classmate’s dog, Sugar. All of the other kids love Sugar, but Hannah
just can’t conquer her fear of dogs. Then, one day, Sugar goes missing, so Hannah joins the search with her classmates. Will
Hannah find a way to be brave, and make a new friend in the process?
When Plip loses his favourite toy, it seems like the end of the world! As the sky grows dark, Plip runs off to find it, all on his
own. What will become of poor little Plip, out in the snowy storm?
Actress, singer, and mother Hilary Duff offers a beautiful and inspiring picture book about bravery and love. The world is big, my
little brave girl. It’s all here for you. A poetic text encourages girls to reach higher, dream bigger, and approach the world
with their hearts wide open. This love letter to little girls was inspired by Hilary Duff’s own experience as a mother as she
considered all the ways her daughter had to be brave even as an infant. With lush illustrations and an empowering message, My
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Little Brave Girl is the perfect gift for baby showers, birthdays, Mother’s Day, graduation, and any time a girl—or woman—is
embarking on a new chapter of her life!
An all-new storybook featuring Aquaman(TM) and the DC Super Friends(TM)! Aquaman(TM) is a hero on land and in the sea. Now boys
and girls ages 3 to 7 can be brave like Aquaman(TM) and his pals, the DC Super Friends(TM)! This new full-color storybook is the
perfect way to help young swimmers (and readers) be brave and stay strong!
A Trio of Stories
Kangaroo Kisses
I Love You, Little Monster
Free to Be Elephant Me
Get Me Out of This Book
Originally published: London, England: Walker Books Ltd., 2015.
If you were a penguin . . . You could swim really fast and toboggan on ice. Sing a happy duet, once or twice. You could live on land but dive under the sea.
There's a lot penguins can do, just like you and me! Wendell and Florence Minor create a charming tribute to all the playful fun and activity that comes
with being a penguin—which young readers can delight in too!
Lottie secretly knows there is a shark in the pool waiting to eat her, until her new walrus friend, Walter, helps her to conquer her fear.
Playful, charming, quirky, joyous and heart-warming stories about positive and uplifting values: love, happiness, freedom, pleasure, being yourself and
revelling in the wonders of what it means to be alive.
Blue Penguin
Be Brave, Little Penguin
Follow one mischievous child as she delays getting ready for bed, and has some amazing wildlife encounters along the way!
Pip is a little penguin with a big imagination! Dissatisfied with being black and white, he asks his dad why he can't be colorful, like orange
orangutans, or pink flamingos, or red foxes. Through his discussion with his dad, follow Pip on his journey of discovery, meeting different animals and
learning about color along the way, until he finally concludes (after meeting some pretty cool black-and-white creatures) that he's fine just as he is.
This warm and humorous rhyming story combined with the very best Alphaprint characters make this second Alphaprint picture book a joy to share with
young children.
The story of a small penguin with a big dream that's out of this world! Orville lives at the zoo, surrounded by animal pals who go on exciting
adventures. A hang gliding rhino! A deep-sea diving giraffe! Orville struggles to keep up, until one day he concocts an adventure all his own: build a
spaceship and fly to the moon all by himself. Can one tiny penguin get there alone?Penguinaut is perfect for every child who's said, "I can do it
myself!" and comes to find that the rewards are much richer when shared with friends. Marcie Colleen's playful text and Emma Yarlett's charming,
whimsical illustrations are sure to delight both children and their parents.
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